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That is why most drug prevention measures are focused on children and adolescents,
rather than adults.
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The elderly use more drugs because they have more illnesses such as heart disease, high blood
pressure, and diabetes
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In terms of clinical development, 62% of trials are targeting cancer, 27% immunological disorders
and 11% other conditions
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Oldfield said he has treated people in intensive-care units who were on antibiotics "for
months on end when they never had Lyme disease to begin with
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“We’re using an old technology for the UHF tags, but Gen 2 is now generating a lot of interest with
a technology that is equivalent to or better than HF for item-level tagging
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THE PRESIDENT: Well, first of all, as with Cary, I just want to thank you and your wife for
sharing your story
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The girl that sang the Star Spangled Banner, Michelle Martinez, did a decent job
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